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Discussion group chair, Phelix Hanible, invited the group to discuss current cataloging
issues of importance. The group began by discussing useful Web pages, including the
aggregate search engine www.bookfinder.com, the babelfish language translation page on
Yahoo, the Acqnet listserve links page, and the currency converter
www.ix.currency.com.

The second issue of importance was a discussion of book approval plans, with the group
citing generally positive experiences with Yankee Book Peddler and Blackwell’s, before
the recent mergers of both companies. One participant asked about shelf ready material
using PromptCat and whether the process really saved staff time. The group’s
experiences varied, but most agreed that the process did save staff time and that they
really have no other choice, if their staff had been cut.

The third issue discussed was institution-specific experiences with Fastcat and PromptCat
in its various forms. The general consensus was some value-added detail work by the
subject catalogers was being lost by this new process, but the tradeoff could be made
acceptable by shifting the majority of the actual cataloging to lower level staff to be done
quickly and leaving the subject specialist with only the items that most needed their
particular expertise. This led to a discussion of who is actually doing this type of
cataloging, salaried employees or part-time students. If they are students, are they being
paid sufficiently for the skill level required to do this work? In the group’s experience,
there was a ready pool of students with the necessary computer skills and knowledge to
do the work needed, but there was also concern that they would continue to be underpaid
for these skills, as long as they were classed as “student help.” The voiced fear was
setting up “sweatshop” conditions and taking “advantage” of the ready pool of relatively
cheap labor to do this function. Others voiced concern that there was no reward system in
place to keep the now skilled worker from moving on to a better job with benefits as soon
as possible. The group also engaged in a fairly long discussion of pay equity and an
exchange of information on the salaries paid at various institutions.

The discussion returned to the gathering of URLs for a final list to be compiled by the
chair including some of the major vendor web sites such as Baker and Taylor and Emery
Pratt. In addition, the group discussed what was featured on these sites and whether the
information was of any help in tracking the actual order, or were the sites designed
primarily to sell the vendor’s stock. There was not that much actual experience in the
room, but the group did know that the vendor web sites were available for access. The
session concluded with a short discussion of workflow in various institutions and an
exchange of tips that were working to streamline the process.




